About us:
COMPANY PROFILE:
KST Tours private limited is one of the fastest growing comprehensive travel - tour service providers
in South India since 2010.
KST Tours focus on tailor made, individual specific tour packages with leisure, culture, health or
adventure as the main themes and can be organized in any part of Kerala, Karnataka, Goa, Tamil
Nadu or Pondicherry.
KST Tours’s customers are mostly from French speaking language countries like France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Canada, Quebec …
WHO ARE WE ?:
We are two French citizens partners who have settled down in Thrissur India: Michel Sablier Chef
cook, he made his studies in tourism at ecole hotelliere “La Colline” in Montpellier France, and
Christian Duroule, with an unusual career from a computing engineer in banks to tourism, keen on
photos, elephants, curious about everything always looking for exceptional facts.
Our taste for sharing our passions led us to build a first project in the south of France. A guest house
with different surroundings and atmosphere, a refined cooking, and also with our advice about
numerous visits of wonderful, typical and unknown places, across country paths we have explored.
Michel as known the south of India for 25 years. Christian discovered it 8 years ago. The birth of KST
TOURS private limited, a travel agency witch offers organized tours to individuals or small groups, is
the result of our progress:
Our experience in management and tourism,
Our insatiable appetite for discovery,
Our desire to show another side of India different from her postcards and clichés.
We live there, which enables us to be closer to our clients and partners. We have recruited 5
Malayalees for managing and following the circuits.
KST TOURS private limited is a French-Indian team of 7 persons and a lot of partners and friends.
To work in Kerala means to work in a network because, even if information is easy and fast through
cell phones and internet, it is sometimes hard to find it, and here particularly, to have the good
connections is necessary for good information.

“We are committed to provide our customers best of culture and feel of living through
environmental friendly means. This will be achieved through a committed team of employees
providing courteous services and honouring commitments. We are committed to continually improve
our products and services”.
Michel Sablier, Christian Duroule
Managing Directors

